In this paper results of investigations of Au 2+ and Ge + ion-implanted silicon samples with the use of the nondestructive frequency and the space domain photo thermal infrared radiometry (PTR) method are presented. Frequency amplitude characteristics and spatial amplitude distributions of the PTR signal for the implanted silicon samples were measured and analyzed. Measurements have been performed for several wavelengths of the exciting light. The dependence of the amplitude of the PTR signal on the optical and recombination parameters of the implanted layers has been analyzed experimentally and theoretically and discussed. The objective of this work is to present the possibilities of investigations of the influence of the high energy and high dose implantation process into silicon on the optical and recombination parameters of implanted silicon with the use of the frequency and spatial domain PTR method. Observed changes in the measured signal have been explained by simultaneous changes of values of the optical absorption coefficient and carriers lifetime of implanted layers.
INTRODUCTION
Ion implantation causes changes in optical and recombination parameters of semiconductors and has a wide range of applications in a modern optoelectronics. For example, it enables making structures of a very large scale of integration. 1, 2 Au is one of the most important impurities in semiconductors, which allows controlling of the minority carriers lifetime, e.g., in fast switching devices. 3, 4 Implantation of Au ions allows obtaining strictly predictable structures. Its importance in designing of the functional silicon nanostructures has been described in paper. 5 Gold ion implantation also can be used in a production of embedded Si nanocrystals. 6 Si 1Àx Ge x mixed crystals are used to improve the parameters of both CMOS and heterojunction bipolar transistors. To synthesize Si 1Àx Ge x mixes crystals Ge + ion implantation is used. 7, 8 This implanation creates, however, both interstitial-type and vacancy-type defects in silicon. 9 At present Si 1Àx Ge x mixed crystals have been applied in the modern technology of electronic devices. 10 The issue of oxidation of silicon structures implanted with germanium ions is presented in paper. 11 In the last years nondestructive methods still have a wide range of applications in investigations of different types of materials. 12 In this work we report results of investigations of Au 2+ and Ge + ion-implanted silicon with the Photo Thermal Infrared Radiometry (PTR) method. 13 This method is used for investigations of semiconductor materials like other photoacoustic (PA), methods. The PTR method has a wide range of different applications in investigations of many types of materials. One of the first and the most important ones is its application for investigations of so called transport properties of Si wafers. 29 The PTR method was also used for investigations of implanted Si samples. Results of investigations of B implanted Si samples are presented in. 30 Results of the PTR investigations of silicon implanted with P are presented in. 31, 32 Determination of the thermal diffusivity of different metals, such as: stainless steel, nickel, titanium, tungsten, molybdenum, zinc, and iron has been described in. 33 Investigations of the thermal interface conductance and the mechanical adhesion strength in Cu-coated glassy carbon was reported in. 34 The heat transport in copper-carbon flat model systems was studied by the frequency-dependent photothermal radiometry and was described in. 35 The PTR method was used for monitoring of amorfization of the implanted layers in silicon. 36, 37 The results of investigations of thin films with the use of the infrared radiometry have been presented in papers. 38, 39 The possibility of determination of thermal parameters of silicon and silicon-germanium crystals has been analyzed and described in. 40 The PTR method also turned out to be a good tool for the thickness control of coatings. 41 The photothermal radiometry can be used in the pulsed or periodic mode. 42 In this paper the applications of the PTR method in the frequency and spatial modes have been presented.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND A THEORETI-CAL BACKGROUND
The experimental set-up for the frequency and spatial PTR measurements of semiconductor wafers has been presented in Fig. 1 .
Silicon samples were illuminated with the laser light of diodes emitting at 808 nm, 660 nm, 520 nm, and 480 nm. The optical power of the lasers was 200 mW. The intensity of the illuminating light was modulated by the LDC205C Benchtop LD Current Driver. As a result of the illumination periodical thermal and plasma waves were generated in the samples. The driver was controlled by a TTL signal of the SR 830 lock-in amplifier. The periodical component of the thermal radiation of the samples was detected by the infrared photovoltaic detector PVI-3TE-5 produced by the VIGO System S.A. The spectral sensitivity range of this photovoltaic detector is optimized for the 5.5 lm. This detector is equipped with a transimpedance amplifier for the frequency range (10 Hz-1 MHz) and cooled with the thermoelectric system. The construction of a X-Y table is based on MLA-K modules. They are driven by step motors. All measurements were performed at room temperature and were computer controlled. The signal from a photovoltaic detector was acquired with a SR 830 Stanford Research phase sensitive amplifier which measured the amplitude and phase of the PTR signal.
The general expression for the PTR signal of a one-layer sample is expressed by formula (1) described in papers. 43, 44 It is a sum of the thermal and plasma wave components.
ð1Þ where x is a spatial coordinate, f-frequency of modulation, DT-is a periodical component of the temperature, DN-is a periodical component of the concentration of excess carriers, l-is the thickness of the sample.
The general expression for the PTR signal in a case of a two-layer sample is a sum of the PTR signals from the layer and from the substrate. The PTR signal can be then expressed by formula (2) and is described in detail in paper. 45 S PTR ¼ a i
where d-is the thickness of the first, upper layer, l-is the thickness of the substrate. For the frequencies of modulation bigger than f = 1 kHz the plasma components dominate in the PTR signal and the PTR signal can be reduced to formula (3).
In this paper formula (4) for the PTR signal of the implanted layer and the substrate was used. It is correct for the frequencies of modulation when the plasma wave component dominates in the PTR signal. In practice, for the investigated samples, it was for the frequencies above f = 1 kHz.
where f is the frequency of modulation of the intensity of the beam of light, d is the thickness of the implanted layer, l-is the thickness of the substrate, D i,s is the diffusion coefficient of carriers, b i,s (E) is the optical absorption coefficient of the semiconductor for the energy of photons E of the illuminating beam of light, s i,s is the lifetime of excess carriers. Symbols i and s denote the implanted layer and the substrate respectively.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
P-type silicon wafers (111) grown by the Czohralski method were investigated. A dopant concentration in the investigated samples was about 10 EIKO-100 under high-vacuum conditions of 10 À7 mBar was used. Dimensions of the implanted area were 2 mm 9 2 mm. Dimensions of the silicon substrate were 5 mm 9 5 mm 9 0.375 mm.
The experimental amplitude PTR frequency characteristics at different wavelengths of the excitation light, obtained in the measurements of the investigated Ge + ion implanted samples are presented in Fig. 2 .
The dependence k(E), which is analyzed in this paper, is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the PTR signal when the implanted region of the sample is illuminated to the amplitude of the PTR signal when the not implanted region of the silicon sample is illuminated. The frequency of modulation is above 1 kHz and below 10 kHz, where the plasma contribution to the PTR signal dominates.
The experimental characteristics k(E) were determined for each wavelength of the illuminating light for both ions and the frequency f = 1 kHz. They were determined from the frequency characteristics of the amplitude of the PTR signal.
The experimental characteristics k(E), as a function of the energy of photons of the illuminating light, for investigated Au 2+ and Ge + implanted silicon samples, are presented in Fig. 3 .
To determine the average optical absorption coefficient spectrum b imp (E) of the implanted layer, its thickness must be known.
The TRIM application has been used for the estimation of the thickness of implanted layers. Results of these calculations have been presented in Fig. 4 .
Let us assume that the average optical absorption coefficient spectrum of the implanted layer is n times bigger than the optical absorption coefficient spectrum of the substrate. Assuming that the lifetime of carriers in the implanted layer is at least hundreds of time smaller than the lifetime of carriers in a nonimplanted silicon, it can be proved that from the following formula (4) the dependence k(E) can be expressed, in the first approximation, as:
where E is the energy of photons, d is a thickness of the implanted layer, b s (E) is the optical absorption coefficient spectrum of the substrate, n is the number. The characteristics of the k(E) dependence on the energy of absorbed photons, both theoretical and experimental, for the Au 2+ implanted silicon are presented in Fig. 5 .
The characteristics of the k(E) dependence on the energy of absorbed photons, both theoretical and experimental, for the Ge + implanted silicon are presented in Fig. 6 .
The spatial distribution of the amplitude of the PTR signal obtained for the investigated Au 2+ implanted silicon sample is presented in Fig. 7 .
The spatial distribution of the amplitude of the PTR signal obtained for the investigated Ge + implanted silicon sample is presented in Fig. 8 .
From the results presented in Figs. 7 and 8 a strong drop of the amplitudes of the PTR signal coming from the implanted areas is well visible for both Au 2+ and Ge + . Presented experimental characteristics of the implanted areas in silicon carry information about changes of the optical and recombination parameters of implanted regions.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper results of investigations of the Au Comparison of the optical absorption coefficient spectrum of a non implanted silicon and the optical absorption coefficient spectra of Au 2+ and Ge + implanted silicon layers leads to the conclusion that they increased about 45 and 35 times, respectively. The lifetime of carriers in the implanted areas decreased about 10 4 times, under the assumption that the value of a diffusion coefficient of carriers of the implanted area is equal to D i = 1.5AE 10 À4 cm 2 /s, respective to the lifetime of carriers in the silicon substrate. The presented results also prove that the PTR method, similar to the Modulated Free Carrier Absorption method (MFCA), is very attractive from the point of view of the possibility of a visualization of the silicon after the implantation process. The spatial contrast of the PTR amplitude signal depends on the experimental parameters such as the wavelength of the illuminating light and the frequency of its intensity modulation. It can reach the maximum value close to 100% for the wavelengths of the exciting laser light kex = 480 nm and the frequency of modulation higher than f = 1 kHz. It is worth emphasizing that such a huge decrease of the amplitude of the PTR signal from the implanted areas can be explained only when the strong increase of the optical absorption coefficient and the strong decrease of the lifetime of carriers in the implanted areas are considered simultaneously. Changes of these parameters are connected with the amorphization of implanted silicon and are the consequence of creation of structural defects, in a crystal lattice of silicon, being the result of a high energy and high dose implantation. It also turned out that because the image contrast in the amplitude spatial distribution of the PTR signal can reach, depending on the experimental parameters values, 100% then the PTR method is a perfect tool for the visualization of the implanted areas in silicon. For comparison, the optical image contrast measured for the investigated samples reached the value 10%. It was the result of the change of the optical reflection coefficient of implanted layers respective to the non implanted regions of silicon.
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